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EDITORIAL
Dear Reader,
Are you keeping tabs on the mega-

Management System. This topic is

trend of digitization?

covered in two articles starting on

Achieving climate protection goals,

page 11.

maintaining competitiveness, or in-

Last but not least, we are pleased

creasing passenger comfort and ben-

to report that a lot is happening in

efits – the list of goals for transport

the area of personnel dispatching

companies goes on and on. A decisive

too. This issue closes out with two

and driving influencing factor in im-

Profahr customer reports and a new

plementing these goals – if not the key

time tracking module.

to success – is the digitization of oper-

We hope that you have saved the

ational processes.

date of this year’s InnoTrans, be-

As experts in this field, we have a

ment System that allows you to dig-

cause we will be there again! You

lot to report. That’s why this is the

itize your operation in no time at all

will find us at booth 520 in hall 2.1.

main topic of the current issue of

and provides you with all the main

Be sure to stop by, we look forward to

MOBILITY Manager!

basic functions for managing your ve-

seeing you.

In our cover story, we advise transport

hicles in the depot. Further modules

companies to break the big project

can be added later. If you are curious,

of digitization down into small steps.

you can read more in our article on

After all, the complexity of digitiza-

pages four and five.

tion projects should not be underes-

The fact that digitization is also ma-

timated. However, the focus should

king great strides in the rail sector

be on establishing a good foundation

has been clear for a long time. The

which can then be built on gradu-

major challenges comprise increas-

ally. But so much for the theory. We

ing the capacity of the rail network

are now providing you with a suit-

and improving operational quality

Torsten Vogel

able solution – through our new easy

and punctuality. We are active in

General Manager

PSIeDMS start. A Depot Manage-

this sector also through our Train

PSI Transcom GmbH

I hope you enjoy reading this issue.
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System introduction with basic systems

Managing Digitization and Complexity
For subsequent users to accept basic systems, the systems need to be
made available quickly. This is the case in many IT systems that significantly impact corporate processes – including Depot Management
Systems. Functional specifications can take many months to prepare
and often are not widely understood. In many respects, a basic system
can be the better way to go for system introduction in the long term.

E

tion phase. It is fair to say that they
promise additional, particularly positive effects that companies do not
want to do without in order to ensure
vehicle availability. This is certainly
understandable. However, the fact is
that the meaningful use of such func-

ven during a Depot Manage-

covered in modern systems such as the

tionalities firstly requires a solid data-

ment System’s introduction

PSItraffic/DMS Depot Management

base, which needs to be available at

stage, many employees in the

System in the basic system as well

the start of a project. Therefore, it is

company have very high expectations.

as through individually configurable

advisable to wait until after the intro-

It takes just as long to compile the re-

workflows. The wheat is already sep-

ductory phase to select and integrate

quirement specifications or functional

arated from the chaff here and opting

certain modules. Last but not least,

specifications, in which all functions

for industry-standard systems proves

the human factor comes into play

and processes have to be accurately

more than worthwhile.

here: In most cases, key users have to
fulfill their role in the complex system

described. The good news: Actually

introduction in addition to their daily

scribed from the very beginning is

A good basic system forms the
foundation

only necessary in the rarest of cases.

Special additional functions should

of stress; particularly in the most in-

Many of your requirements are already

also be avoided during the introduc-

tensive phases of the implementation.

implementing all the modules de-

2022

tasks. They are exposed to a high level
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As a result, a realistic project scope

cess, it is important to allow a system

Conclusion

helps avoid overwhelm among users

to expand its functionalities and to

Projects for introducing Depot Man-

and ensure that they stay motivated

acquire key users and all other users

agement Systems still have a rather

over the long term.

step by step. Furthermore, this is also

difficult reputation; for various rea-

in line with the reality of IT bud-

sons. Surprises can be avoided by de-

Holistic IT roadmaps
considered a recipe for success

gets. The advice: Companies should

veloping a practical IT roadmap right

start by concentrating on the basic

from the start, with the team focusing

A look at practice shows that trans-

system, then develop it functionally

on implementing a basic DMS system.

port companies that develop, con-

and technologically step by step. This

Thus, digitization and complexity can

tinually refine and consistently im-

prompts digitization and keeps the

be managed quite easily.

plement holistic IT roadmaps are the

resulting complexity under control.

most successful. Thus, the scope or

This in turn leads to high acceptance

future viability of the overall DMS

among users.

system is undoubtedly of crucial importance. However, for long-term suc-

PSI Transcom GmbH
Jost Geweke
Business Development Manager
jgeweke@psi.de
www.psitranscom.com

Product Report: New basic system PSIeDMS start

Let's Get Easy-Started – 3 Steps to a Digital Depot
When introducing Depot Management Systems, many companies benefit from implementing a basic system first, then expanding it step by
step (see cover story). Our new easy PSIeDMS start now provides such
a package.

size of your fleet. The basic system already includes the interface to load
and charge management – your migration can begin.
Transferred from the existing systems

O

ur PSIeDMS start offers

PSIeDMS start contains modules that

via standard interfaces, timetable and

you a basic Depot Man-

guarantee you a quick benefit. The

employee schedule data forms the
basis for scheduling.

agement System that allows

modular structure gives you the secu-

you to take the first step from the an-

rity of expanding the system gradually

alogue to the digital world in just a

until a fully automated solution in the

It`s that simple

few weeks. Your processes, such as

depot is achieved.

You procure the interfaces from your

vehicle parking, supply and schedul-

Are you in the process of convert-

standard suppliers and configure your

ing, are displayed in one system. De-

ing your fleet to zero-emission vehi-

driver and vehicle master data – we

veloped based on the market require-

cles? PSIeDMS start takes account of

deliver the system.

ments and customer installations,

various drive types – regardless of the

Thanks to system training based on

SOFTWARE ORDER

STEP 2: 
CUSTOMIZE SYSTEM
week 1-3

PREPARATIONS

week 4-6

STEP 1: 
PROVIDE SYSTEM

week 7-8

STEP 3: 
COMMISSIONING

Three steps to the operating system.
2022
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operational processes, expert training and corresponding training documents, you can now “digitize” your
depots.

CHARGE
MANAGEMENT

PLANNING

MASTER DATA

The software installation and database/interface connection can be car-

VDV463

VDV452

ried out independently by means of
PSIeDMS start

checklists (Step 1).
Master data is imported or entered, interfaces are configured and the operating screen is created (Step 2).
Once your team has been trained, the
Disposition

system can be used in daily operations

Supply

after just eight weeks (Step 3)!
We will of course be at your side to advise you during the system introduc-

REPORTING

tion and later during operation.

After installation und
configuration...

Parking

Visualization

• you have successfully taken the
first step towards digitizing your
depots
• your employees can do their work
using fewer interfaces

PSIeDMS start – System overview (in accordance with VDV publication 463, 04/2021, p. 12).

• you can expand the system independently

Small effort, big effect

and vehicles without any problems –

PSItraffic/DMS to a Charge Man-

by leveraging the know-how of your

agement System via VDV interface

own employees.

463. So nothing stands in the way

By introducing PSIeDMS start, you

of migrating your fleet to include zero-emission vehicles and connecting

requirements of public transport and

Already have a PSItraffic/DMS
and are procuring e-vehicles?

does not require a long phase for com-

In this case, our “starter pack” is also

Whether it’s natural gas, diesel, H2 or

piling functional specifications.

interesting for you. We connect your

electric vehicles – we have the right

are using a system that is based on the

It can be rolled out for extra depots

PSIeDMS start – the perfect entry-level solution for
companies that...

to charging stations.

solution for you.

Curious?
If so, visit us at InnoTrans in Berlin!
We will be at booth 520 in hall 2.1 and
will be happy to answer your questions

... want to switch to the digital world.

on PSIeDMS start.

... are starting to use emission-free vehicles.
... are focused on standards in processes and solutions.
... are keen to be up and running in the shortest possible time.
... are eager to improve their process efficiency.
... want to increase the availability of their vehicle fleet.

2022

PSI Transcom GmbH
Christopher Rohr
Product Manager Depot Management
crohr@psi.de
www.psitranscom.com
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Product Report: Intelligent charge control

Full Charge Please!
Hamburger Hochbahn AG is one of the transport companies that, in
addition to electric buses with conventional battery types, have also
begun to use vehicles with solid-state batteries, so-called LMP electric
buses. Unlike conventional batteries, LMP batteries do not contain
liquid electrolytes, but consist of a solid body. Many aspects, because
of their exponential benefits, speak in favor of using this technology
and for its further development. These include higher storage capacities, shorter charging times, lower weight and smaller dimensions. An
additional benefit: Since internal short-circuits and fires induced by
them can be avoided much more easily, solid-state batteries also offer a
greater degree of safety. However, it is necessary to take into account
an energy balancing method, for all battery types equally, and to include that in the vehicle dispatching.

There are some idiosyncrasies to consider: Note that LMP vehicles must
be fully charged during the balancing process – up to a state-of-charge
(SoC) of 100 percent. The duration
of this process can extend to several
hours in just a few days if the balancing does not take place within the respective preplanned period. This has
considerable consequences for maintaining a reliable bus operation.

Hamburger Hochbahn relies
on PSIebus
Hamburger Hochbahn AG therefore relies on an automated process
for its PSIebus depot and charging
management solution. The solution
monitors the balancing of each individual LMP vehicle and is fully integrated into the operational vehicle
dispatching. The system determines
and dispatches the next balancing
order based on the last registered
full load. The charging time forecast,
which also includes the expected duration for any planned balancing, is
decisive for the fixed route dispatching. If the system detects that the calculated time period exceeds the number of set, parametered hours that
are configured in the depot manage-

PSIebus monitors the balancing of each individual LMP vehicle.

ment system, the vehicle is blocked
from further operation upon enter-

Always a full charge

portance. Transport companies must

ing. A subsequent release of the ve-

Regular balancing of the energy sta-

bring them into line with their vehi-

hicle takes place only when the bal-

tuses between weak and strong bat-

cles’ operating schedule. Hamburger

ancing has been completed in its

tery cells slows down decomposi-

Hochbahn AG is already familiar

entirety. The dispatchers see all in-

tion of the cell cores considerably,

with balancing conventional batte-

formation and automatically deter-

which significantly extends the ser-

ries and has integrated corresponding

mined solutions visually prepared on

vice life of the batteries. An intel-

processes into its operations. In the

their screen in the overall context of

ligent charging and discharging

context of solid-state batteries, how-

the operating situation.

process is therefore of enormous im-

ever, this topic is uncharted territory.
2022
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In PSIebus, all information and proposed solutions are processed visually.

Depot and charging management
independent of battery type

using electric buses with conven-

energy balancing. This means that

tional, but also with solid-state bat-

the company is ideally equipped to

Hamburger Hochbahn AG systemat-

teries. With the help of its PSIebus

ensure reliable operations indepen-

ically implements its goal of operat-

depot and charging management sys-

dent of any given propulsion tech-

ing a completely emission-free fleet

tem, which has been extended to in-

nologies.

in a few years. The Hamburg-based

clude balancing functions, it meets

transport company is no longer only

their requirements for charging and

PSI Transcom GmbH
Christopher Rohr
Product Manager Depot Management
crohr@psi.de
www.psitranscom.com

Automated balancing in
PSIebus
Determination of balancing/full
load orders
Registration and logging of each
full load
Automatic blocking of vehicles
Calculation of the time until
full charge
Consideration of balancing for
fixed route planning
Battery Balancing increases the lifetime of energy storage devices.
2022
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Product Report: IT-based fire protection systems for vehicles with alternative propulsion systems

Fire Prevention on the Road and in the Depot
According to initial estimates, alternative-powered vehicles do not
catch fire more frequently than their fossil-fuel-powered predecessors.
Nevertheless, care must be taken when it comes to fire prevention
and fire protection measures in road traffic and in the depot. There
is a need to catch up with the use of IT-supported solutions. Consistency in load, charging and depot management systems plays an essential role in the reliable cooperation with fire alarm technology in
case of an emergency.

New types of propulsion
systems require adapted fire
protection systems
Various studies2 suggest that both
electric vehicles and hydrogen vehicles do not catch fire more frequently
than fossil-fueled vehicles. A fire in
an electric battery is therefore very
unlikely. However, the fire protec-

Nowadays, alternative-powered buses

gies themselves, supposedly causing

tion measures must consider differ-

have become part of the everyday

a higher risk of fire or H2 leakage.

ences in the propulsion types. For ex-

street scene in numerous cities and

Rather, they are the missing adapta-

ample, diesel vehicles may catch on

municipalities. And there will be in-

tions in protection plans, which the

fire while on the road, while electric

crementally more, not least because

transport companies have to retro-

vehicles are more likely to burst into

of the EU's Clean Vehicle Directive,

fit quickly and efficiently or estab-

flames while charging in the depot

which came into force in 2021 . At

lish from the outset. Modules for

– with generally more serious conse-

the same time, major fires in bus de-

early alerting that are fully integrated

quences. It is true that each battery

pots, as we saw in Stuttgart and Ha-

into the Depot Management Sys-

has protection against overcharging or

nover, Germany, show that there is a

tem (DMS) can make a most valu-

deep discharge. However, if an inter-

need to catch up in the areas of fire

able contribution. That way, the sys-

nal short circuit occurs in the core of a

prevention and protection measures

tem takes over part of the monitoring

cell, for example due to defects or poor

when switching to alternative-pow-

at the depot throughout the entire

quality, a thermal chain reaction oc-

ered vehicle fleets. The good news is:

operating day, including nighttime

curs – a so-called "thermal runaway".

In most cases, the issues lie not with

hours.

It will quickly cause fires in all the

1

the alternative propulsion technolo-

other cell cores. In addition, first signs
of this process cannot be seen with
the naked eye and once this reaction
has gained momentum, it is difficult
to interrupt. Therefore, the adaptation of protective measures is paramount, as the following comparison
alone shows: If a vehicle is burning at
a gas station or if there is an acute risk
of fire, fueling the vehicle with gasoline or diesel will stop immediately.
Similarly, switching off the charging
stations can therefore be a first measure in a depot with a charging infrastructure if critical situations should
occur. Since a manual shutdown cannot do this, especially not at the required speed, an automated solution

In the fire protection module, measures to be initiated automatically can be configured.

may bring the most gain.
2022
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the depot, it is dispatched to a quarantine

parking spot by the depot

management system in order to protect other vehicles, infrastructure,
the depot and employees. It will remain there until the workshop releases it again. Due to the linking
of load and charging management
with the depot management in one
system, various charging points can
be switched off automatically at the
same time.

Standardization of data supports
fire prevention
Vehicle data must be transmitted to a
The DMS visualizes warnings and accelerates reporting chains in fire protection.

control system continuously – while
driving, whilst charging en route or

DMS and CMS can minimize
losses from fire

measured values in the battery man-

when charging in the depot, to make

agement system (BMS), then inter-

the described fire protection mea-

What can a depot management sys-

rupts the charging process, and auto-

sures possible. Furthermore, rapid

tem do for you? A module for early

matically warns all effected locations

development of standards for data

alerting will let you implement nec-

in the depot. In the event of an emer-

content and interfaces is required

essary measures faster and with sig-

gency, all relevant employees at the

to ensure

nificantly higher efficiency – it de-

depot can see at a glance where they

background systems with the vari-

livers information about the effected

need to act, and save valuable time

ous vehicle types and manufacturers.

location, the evacuation of people

in a situation where every second

Both the VDV and the European non-

and vehicles, and also takes care of

counts.

profit organization ITxPT are cur-

the automatic notification of the fire

If the vehicle is connected to a

rently working on corresponding stan-

brigade. Currently we are working

charging station, the data transmis-

dardization projects. PSI Transcom

on such a module as an add-on to our

sion occurs through the charging in-

has taken a leading role in coordinat-

own depot management system.

frastructure and on route directly

ing this standardization as part of the

The system uses interfaces to the ve-

from the vehicle. If the vehicle shows

STAPL research project.

hicles to detect faults on the basis of

a critical condition when entering
1The

interoperability of the

2021 EU Clean Vehicle Directive

requires transport operators to gradu-

Fire protection module interaction with the load, charging
and depot management system

ally increase the share of alternatively
driven vehicles in their new purchases
– to 45% by 2025, and to 60% by 2030.

Vehicle interfaces allow the system to detect faults in the battery system.

2ADAC:

Vehicles transmit warning signals on critical states to remote control units.

DEKRA: https://www.dekra.de

https://www.adac.de/

The signals can be taken in directly and evaluated by fire alarm systems
as well as by charging and depot management systems.
Upon integration, the DMS can automatically control follow-up measures.
Accelerated processes create a time cushion to detect fires and protect
people and machine.

2022

PSI Transcom GmbH
Christopher Rohr
Product Manager Depot Management
crohr@psi.de
www.psitranscom.com
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R&D: Standardization and legally-compliant use of vehicle data in public transport

STAPL Research Project
Sensor and diagnostic data from public transport vehicles are becoming increasingly important for transport companies in order to optimize
the operation of their vehicles and ensure their availability in the best
possible manner. In particular, the rapid shift from traditional combustion engines to low-emission and zero-emission drives requires that current vehicle data be evaluated for operational planning, condition-based
maintenance as well as hazard prevention and mitigation.
In this context, we launched the STAPL – Data Governance and Standardization for Vehicle Data Platforms research project at the beginning of 2022.

F

whether the EU’s recently published
draft Data Act will actually enhance
legal certainty. Our legal experts from
project partner BDO legal are currently reviewing the draft as well as
other relevant documents and determining the legal consequences for our
project.

Practical testing
A field test is to be carried out in which

unded by the Federal Min-

To this end, we are working closely

the research results are to be verified

istry for Digital Affairs and

with the Association of German

using selected use cases at our practical

Transport (BMDV), this proj-

Transport Companies (VDV) and

partners in the coming year. Voyages

ect brings together six European part-

an international organization called

Emile Weber already has 100 electric

ner companies: PSI FLS Fuzzy Logik

Information Technology for Public

buses from various manufacturers, with

& Neuro Systeme GmbH from Dort-

Transport (ITxPT). The standardiza-

another 175 to follow shortly. These ve-

mund, Voyages Emile Weber from

tion activities of VDV and ITxPT,

hicles are to be equipped with data log-

Canach (Luxembourg), Capte B.V.

which are already underway, are to be

gers from Capte. Cologne-based pub-

from

(Netherlands),

coordinated and harmonized. ITxPT

lic transport company Regionalverkehr

Hamburg-based law firm BDO Legal,

not only develops standards, but also

Köln is also installing data loggers on

Regionalverkehr Köln GmbH, and

certifies the corresponding hardware

25 biomethane buses.

PSI Transcom from Berlin as project

and software products of manufactur-

PSI FLS ensures smooth IT operations

coordinator.

ers and suppliers.

and performs AI-based analyses on the

Another focal point of the research

data platform. PSI Transcom is coor-

The focal points

project is in consolidating the legal

dinating the work in the project, pro-

One of the goals of this project is to

framework for data collection and use.

moting standardization and carrying

advance the standardization of vehi-

This is primarily with regard to the

out the further processing of the re-

cle data interfaces in terms of content

relationship between vehicle manu-

fined data in the downstream systems,

and technology at European level.

facturers and vehicle owners, but also

e.g. in depot management. In addi-

concerns the relation-

tion, a community approach to cross-

ship between data users.

user data analysis will be tested on the

Ultimately,

data platform.

Amsterdam

the

data

platform should enable

All interested companies are invited to

both cross-manufacturer

participate in the community and take

and cross-user data ana-

part in evaluating vehicle data on a le-

lyses.

gally secure basis and share the find-

Unfortunately,

vehi-

ings with each other.

cle data still cannot be
used comprehensively in
many cases due to the
unclear legal situation.
ITxPT-Lab in Göteborg.

It remains to be seen

PSI Transcom GmbH
Michael Preusker
Innovation Manager

mpreusker@psi.de
www.psitranscom.com
2022
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Product Report: Basis for all levels of automation

Digitization Needs Standards – Urgently!
Process digitization on the one hand, manual data transfer to flanking systems on the other: Rail companies have now digitized countless
business processes. However, what is missing is becoming increasingly
clear – the modeling of these individual building blocks into a powerful overall system. This in turn requires standards.

ing to proprietary adaptation in the
worst case.
One prominent example for which
standards are lacking is the transmission of infrastructure data – which almost all IT systems in rail companies

E

nterprise Resource Planning

goods. Thus, finding a way out is even

require – from the project planning of

(ERP), personnel and duty

more urgent. This way out lies in the

interlocking systems through mainte-

scheduling, vehicle schedul-

creation of an overall IT system – with

nance and timetable planning. And

ing, timetabling, operational schedul-

continuous processes through auto-

even the systems that are important

ing, customer information, and much

mated transitions.

for operations, such as vehicle sched-

more: Many rail companies have an

uling, control systems and passenger

extensive list of digitized processes

information, need infrastructure data;

at this point. This has resulted in

albeit in less detail.

Timetabling

IT landscapes featuring numerous au-

Overall context missing

tonomous individual solutions with

ity

lack an overall context is illustrated
by the example of the timetable. The
timetable is populated several times

lex
mp
Co

ent systems several times in some

ity

frictional losses, for example when
data is manually transferred to differ-

lex

figure). These generate considerable

The fallout when individual systems

mp

Vehicle and Personnel
Scheduling

Co

just as many media disruptions (see

Passenger Information in the Vehicle
Publication on the Web/on Platforms

by different systems until it is used
for scheduling purposes on the

cases, or previously independent
inventory systems are manu-

day of operation, making it in-

PSItraﬃc

Dispatching System
Realtime Passenger Information
Operational Fault Management

ally synchronized at different times. At the same

creasingly complex. For example, rolling stock and

time, the pressure is
high: For instance,

personnel as well as inEvery interface in the rail system makes communication more complex.

customer information re-

formation for passengers on the platform, on

the train, and for various pieces of

up to date – including, in this case,

Existing standards
underdeveloped

from a vehicle scheduling planning

As simple as this equation sounds in

planned journeys. Various target sys-

system operated during office hours

theory, its implementation is prob-

tems are responsible for this. This in

only. The resulting rework costs time,

lematic in practice. This is because

turn means that content and special

places additional strain on staff who

the digital solution modules can only

symbols, as well as languages for an-

are already under significant pressure,

be efficiently combined to form a

nouncements and special texts, have

and is highly prone to errors. In this

large whole via standardized import

to be prepared as appropriate in each

context, the amount of time and ef-

and export interfaces. But this is pre-

case. In addition, very different in-

fort that companies have to spend on

cisely what most systems fail to offer.

terfaces often need to be operated.

IT issues is increasing all the time.

Existing standards, in turn, are not

This is because the vehicle fleets of

Those responsible complain that it

fully developed and cannot represent

rail transport companies are usually

is becoming increasingly difficult to

all operational requirements. If these

equipped with on-board information

concentrate on the actual core busi-

are not further developed, the danger

systems from various manufactur-

ness of transporting passengers and

of “self-sufficiency“ increases, lead-

ers. Maintaining these communica-

lies on planning data that is always

2022

online information are assigned to
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tion interfaces is time-consuming and
costly. In such an iterative data enhancement process, basic data modeling that is coordinated in detail between the system suppliers is even
more important. Indeed, interoperability and thus the overall success of
the project depend on it. This necessity becomes clear at the latest in more
complex operating cases, such as multiple wing train operation.

Fit for the future with
standards
The fact is that neither a uniform
data model nor a standardized exchange format exists between all
these systems. Even existing standard
interfaces such as railML (Railway
Markup Language) or VDV allow too
much leeway in modeling, which ul-

Comprehensive standards enable automated communication with the overall system.

timately hinders fully automatic data
exchange, even if it offers a high level

ibly exchange or renew system com-

processed on the operating day for op-

of conformity. It is safe to say that

ponents in the future. Therefore, the

erational scheduling. Finally, to create

a plug-and-play functionality is not

advice from the experts is clear: Com-

an overall system, it is important that

achievable due to the complex system

panies should actively promote the

the networking of IT systems goes

architecture in transport companies.

(further) development of standards in

hand in hand with the adaptation of

However, the importance of stan-

committees such as railML (see info

the company’s operational processes.

dards that are applied comprehen-

box). They are also well advised to

sively is increasing even more. This

rely on standards wherever possible

Digital and networked

is because they ensure a cross-system

and to define their use jointly with all

The digitization of processes must ur-

data flow, minimize necessary individ-

system suppliers. Using the PSItraffic

gently be followed by networking to

ual adaptations (e.g. custom tags for

scheduling and customer information

form an overall system. This is the

railML), while also ensuring the nec-

system, for example, the enhanced

only way to fully exploit the benefits

essary modularity to be able to flex-

timetable data can be imported and

of digitization in the long term. For
this to succeed, transport companies
need to rely on data modeling and ex-

railML: Standardized data exchange

change standards, actively promote
their further development in existing

railML was developed jointly by Fraunhofer Institute for Transportation and

committees, and break away from the

Infrastructure Systems (IVI) in Dresden and the Swiss Federal Institute of

separation between planning and op-

Technology Zürich (ETH) in 2002 and has been updated in the railML con-

erational scheduling on the IT side.

sortium ever since. A non-commercial association of universities and research
institutions, software manufacturers, consulting companies and industry, as
well as infrastructure operators and rail transport companies, railML e. V. was
founded for this purpose. Cooperation is open to all interested parties.

PSI Transcom GmbH
Robert Baumeister
Division Manager Train Management
rbaumeister@psi.de
www.psitranscom.com
2022
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Product Report: The networking of processes – foundation for a digital railway

Digital Railway Atlas
Most transport companies have not had to deal with paper mountains
for some time now. When we talk about digitalization today we mean
the step-by-step networking of formerly autonomous and now digitalized processes into an integrated and highly efficient overall system.
To be successful, transport companies need, among other things, detailed and complete route data from all their consumers – a kind of digital railway atlas.

R

Cross linking makes the
difference
Linking modern interlocking systems
and new safety technology makes it
possible for carriers to use advanced
train control systems (ETCS) that
react quickly and efficiently to resource conflicts – to name just one

ecent progress in rail trans-

operations, similar to the “Building

example. They not only detect tech-

port has been characterized

Information Modeling” in the con-

nical defects or delays, but also ana-

by its digitization. This does

struction industry, which takes a com-

lyze their downline effects. Partially

not mean the mere automation of pre-

prehensive approach from the outset

autonomous operations in the first

viously manual and paper-based pro-

and not only plans the construction

ATO implementation projects also re-

cesses. The actual task at hand is

but also the subsequent management

quire digital modeling of the entire in-

to fully network the many different

of the project components. The rail-

frastructure.

areas that were previously indepen-

way system is significantly more com-

Cross linking and integrating all areas

dent and are now digitized. The main

plex and has more diverse require-

via (as standardized as possible) inter-

reason: Their seamless interaction in

ments, which makes this project more

faces will massively improve the qual-

the sense of a “digital railway” opens

extensive compared to the building

ity of the operational process. Close

up considerably more potential. For

industry, but the goal of creating a

interlocking of workshop planning,

example, improved punctuality, en-

digital railway atlas is the same: to

vehicle scheduling and error manage-

ergy-optimized driving or an optimal

avoid having to maintain complex

ment in the timetable will lead to a

train fleet schedule.

and error-prone duplicate data from

more efficient utilization of the work-

Thorough data collection and col-

various individual projects as well as

shop, reduce costs for vehicle provi-

laborative planning across all de-

striving to realize synergies as early as

sioning and ensures higher vehicle

partments will be required in railway

possible in the planning.

availability for scheduling.

Regionalverkehr Bern-Solothurn: The Worbla with the Seconda.
2022
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The software market already offers
commercially available networked
systems just for this purpose.
PSItraffic integrates vehicle and

An end-to-end system must continuously “answer” the following
questions as they show which data the overall system needs and
must take into account in deciding dependencies:

workshop dispatching with a train
control system (TCS) or a fully auto-

• When can an interlocking route be set up without hindering other trains?

matically train driving system which

• Will the just arriving train leave in time to clear the route for the next train?

detects conflicts at the (partial)

• Which bypasses are possible and advisable in the event of conflicts caused by delays?

route level. Even conflict resolu-

• Under what conditions will the order of trains be changed if some of the trains

tions, e.g., in the event of a changed

arrive late from different lines and now share the same route?

train sequence or a necessary by-

• Where are the hazardous areas that may need to be driven at a slower speed?

pass of blocked tracks, can be cal-

• Taking into account track layout geometry such as gradients and curve radii,

culated and activated with the push
of a button.

which acceleration is optimal in order to maintain the arrival time with the least
energy consumption?
• Which connections have to be maintained, how much room for maneuvering is

Data provide the basis for
reliable solutions
Because the system also considers all

there and what transfer times are required?
• When does a stop need to be extended by a few seconds to accommodate a connection in case of a slightly delayed feeder line?

subsequent trips, connections and
workshop orders, station inspectors
and dispatchers only have to select

Towards a digital railway

sible to determine the position and

the desired solution with a mouse

Nevertheless, it is worth working

speed of trains on a track section, and

click in the event of a conflict, and

through this phase, especially since

the TCS receives precise position

that provides considerable relief.

a structured approach will invari-

information without complex inter-

If a carrier plans to build a new in-

ably avoid surprises down the line.

faces to the on-board technology.

terlocking system, create a digital re-

The process typically begins with re-

As a result, all collected data are

mote driving system, introduce au-

cording the technical infrastructure

available electronically and in con-

tomatic train operation (ATO) or

on the basis of track diagram docu-

solidated form. This way common

modernize the train driving system,

ments. The interlocking data (inter-

carriers can prepare for moderniza-

having only information on the rail-

locking routes, specified times) are

tion and will also have a reliable

way network and signal positions is

then integrated and checked. The

foundation for further steps on the

no longer enough. To benefit from

definition of macroscopic network

way to the Digital Railway. For exam-

the advantages of digitization and

elements – from platform tracks and

ple, if the route network was digitally

networking of all systems, the en-

stopping positions as the basis of ex-

captured to replace an outdated in-

tire project development will be re-

ternal timetable and passenger sys-

terlocking system, it also contains al-

quired in electronic form. This also

tems as well as dynamic schedule

most all the data that a TCS or ATO

includes data which are often hid-

synchronization – links the railway

system will require. Data for all in-

den deep in the interlocking system

network with the software compo-

terconnected systems like data hubs

design, e.g., signal overlap sections,

nents that use less detailed network

that work on less detailed network

flank protection and the resulting

modeling. Creating backup for regu-

models can be extracted as well.

incompatibility

routes.

lar and alternative travel routes facil-

In addition, all information from

itates automatic routing even in the

flanking third-party systems must

event of a disruption. During the last

Framework conditions for
successful data acquisition

also be included.

phase, enhancements are often added

The following framework conditions

from more external data, e.g., GPS

have proven themselves to be useful

coordinates and pull-in ranges for

for the smooth digitization of a net-

stations/regions. They make it pos-

work:

between

2022
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c) Integration of wireless
position systems
A complete digital railway atlas also
includes the data from wireless position systems – including GPS. They
work with spatial coordinates which
must be mapped onto track sections,
e.g. in certain station areas.
d) Accurate detection of all
signaling positions
Systems which in principle work with
data of the same depth of detail can

Track diagram (Example).

still be based on different logics. For
1. Data collection in standard format

a) Cross linking timetable and in-

example, the interlocking system rec-

Data collection should be based on

terlocking system

ognizes sections separated by insulat-

a common standard format such as

Timetable systems often only have

ing joints or axle counters and whose

railML or EULYNX. Using a mature

a “macroscopic” outline of the net-

boundaries are secured by preceding

standard ensures that the data is com-

work – station tracks and the route

signals. From the point of view of the

plete and consistent and in a well-doc-

options resulting from regular lines.

interlocking system, if a train crosses

umented format. This ensures reus-

To drive the train, these specifica-

a signal, it is already in the next sec-

ability for later projects.

tions must be transferred into a de-

tion, although the signal is actually

tailed track diagram model: If, for ex-

placed a few meters in front of the

2. Data collection via graphical editor

ample, a train is to be directed from

section boundary. The track layout

Using a convenient graphical editor

one platform to the next station, the

model must therefore be able to man-

makes the data collection less prone

train driving system must assign this

age “virtual”, consumer-specific posi-

to errors. This editor can be used to

specification and it must do this via

tions for some objects in addition to

identify inconsistencies between the

a sequence of routes that will not run

their actual position.

various data sources much more reli-

into any conflicts with other trains

ably and much more quickly. If the ed-

or route closures.

Conclusion
Due to the rapid technological devel-

itor displays the configured route with
signal overlap section and flank pro-

b) Integration of train driving and

opments of recent years, all required

tection, the user immediately sees if a

interlocking system

software solutions as well as standards

significant error has crept in.

Take special care when designing the

for reliable and secure data exchange

train driving system topology. It is

are available today. Even if the last de-

3. Customized views

often equated with the interlocking

tails have not been cleared yet, a digital

It is necessary to clarify early in the

system view, but it does not always

railway atlas can already be used to lay

process which data sources will be in-

correspond to that: Track sections

the foundation for a comprehensive,

tegrated in the network data collec-

are often divided into several parts

fully integrated planning approach in

tion, which consumers there are for

where more than one train can be lo-

the railway sector. Anyone who follows

the data, and how the corresponding

cated, for example with divided plat-

this structured system does not need to

data models may differ. Data collec-

form tracks or in case of defensive/

fear unpleasant surprises.

tion for the track network should be

permissive travel (stop, then proceed

as detailed as possible. An individ-

on sight). The same applies to hold-

ual track diagram must, for example,

ing yards which are still built to the

generate the following views:

classic design without axle counters
or insulating joints.

2022
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Success Story: infra fürth relies on personnel dispatching system Profahr

Seamless Transfer for Passengers and Drivers
When the new transport service provider took over the bus traffic for
the city of Fürth they also decided to take over the established personnel dispatching system Profahr along with it. In doing so, the company
not only ensured a seamless transition for passengers, but also deliberately opted for a solution that was tailored to the needs of the transport service.

T

tomers or for the transport service,”
says Johannes Schuster, describing
the initial (the As Is) situation. As
operations and transport manager, he
bears the entire responsibility for the
operation of the inner-city bus traffic in Fürth. His choice turned out to

ransport

service

opera-

fürth), a transport service provider in

be the established and proven Pro-

tors face a long list of chal-

the city of Fürth, an additional task

fahr system also used in Nuremberg,

lenges. The tasks include

was added in 2019: In the course of

for several good reasons: The deci-

new as well as well-known issues. On

their takeover of the inner-city bus

sion allowed for an almost 1:1 adop-

the one hand, it is necessary to grad-

traffic system from the Verkehrs-Ak-

tion of the payroll-relevant and work

ually convert to emission-free drive

tiengesellschaft Nürnberg (VAG),

time aspects of the system in Fürth

types in their vehicles and to de-

the company was also required to

from Nuremberg, as they were almost

velop innovative mobility and fare

procure its own IT systems, such as a

identical by virtue of the same collec-

strategies. On the other hand, they

personnel dispatching system.

tive labor contracts and similar work
times agreements.

must continue to establish efficient,
service-oriented processes, all while

A tried and tested system

Plus, the system and its transporta-

hiring a qualified drivers pool and

“We wanted to create a seamless

tion service-centric functions were

retaining them for the long-term.

transfer of operations, without caus-

already fully accepted and its benefits

For infra fürth verkehr gmbh (infra

ing any disadvantages for the cus-

had been well demonstrated.

The city of Fürth’s transport service provider carries around 10 million passengers a year on 14 bus routes.
2022
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can receive prompt and direct feedback from the employees,” Schuster
explains.

More flexibility in vacation
planning
Further extension plans at infra fürth
also focus on the following goals,
e.g., introducing on-request vacation
planning. With it, the responsible
parties want to replace the current
division of the driver service schedule into fixed vacation periods and
185 drivers are dispatched with Profahr at infra fürth GmbH.

accommodate the desire of the drivers for more flexibility and employee

The value of industry standards

participation. At the same time, the

Against this background, the trans-

Flexible corporate
communication

fer of undertakings was smooth and

In addition to the valuable stan-

optimization tool to retain control

almost without incidents: The system

dard processes in the core applica-

of the capacity for deployable driv-

schedules about 100 trips on 14 bus

tion, infra fürth also appreciates the

ing personnel and to compensate for

lines, which are a total of 185 drivers

add-on modules from Profahr, e.g.,

the fluctuations within an operat-

every day utilizing staff schedule opti-

the integrated education controlling

ing year. This also includes being

mization. The company benefits from

or the Profahr communication mod-

able to tailor staffing requirements

the many industry standards applied

ule. The latter ensures that mobile

in the event of temporary increases

to the solution, e.g., the automatic al-

employees, such as the driver ser-

in demand.

location of available services accord-

vice pool, also have access to the

ing to recorded shift statuses, taking

intra company information and com-

into account all required qualifica-

munication programs. Using an in-

Keeping an eye on the needs
of employees

tions, hourly accounts, rest periods,

ternet-enabled device, e.g., a smart-

At the time of the inner-city bus

etc. This also includes the planning

phone or tablet PC, the employees

transport acquisition it was clear

of daily employee trips with the cab

can get access to various utilities. In

to infra fürth that there must be a

pickup service, the ‘mixed work’ posi-

this way they can, for example, call

smooth transfer of operations – both

tions (i.e. technical service, dispatch

up operational instructions regard-

for passengers and employees. Using

center, ride-pass inspection, driving

less of location and time, call up in-

a transport service-centric person-

activities with special vehicles) as well

formation on their daily shift assign-

nel dispatching system was an impor-

as creating the source data for proper

ments and the projected annual work

tant IT component in achieving this

payroll accounting based on the work

schedule; they can view their work

goal. With it, the transport company

and holiday accounts of the employ-

hours and vacation account or enter

can meet operational requirements

ees. The additional days off as part of

a taxi pickup request. “The option of

as well as the demands on a modern

the employee health program as well

confirming assigned services was a

employer.

as any added vacation days created via

major factor in the pandemic, in fact

the collective agreement are recorded

a great advantage, as we were able to

there. “All these standards and inter-

avoid in-person contact. In principle,

locking processes greatly facilitate the

however, we are concerned with in-

work of scheduling our resources and

volving drivers in corporate commu-

ensure high efficiency and low error

nications without detours and at the

rates,” emphasizes Schuster.

same time relieve dispatchers, as they

2022

company plans to use a vacation plan

PSI Transcom GmbH
Peter Rosenheinrich
Key Account Manager

prosenheinrich@psi.de
www.psitranscom.com
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Success Story: Münchner Verkehrsgesellschaft mbH uses short-term reserve deployment planning

Short-Notice Reserve Deployment Planning
If a driver is not ready for work in the morning, arrives too late or has
to leave early from duty, a reserve driver takes over. In theory this
equation sounds quite simple, but its implementation in day-to-day
operations can be very challenging. Especially with such a large team
as that of the Münchner Verkehrsgesellschaft mbh (MVG): MVG employs more than 2,000 drivers. Therefore, the company relies on integrated processes of its Profahr personnel dispatching system.

I

“This approach was no longer workable on many levels. With regard to
the second question and easy accessibility to the list, for example, it was
critical to protect data privacy. But
this form of quick reserve deployment readiness was simply no longer

n Formula -1, they are rarely
called upon. However, they are
always present and ready to go

immediately if a regular driver drops
out: the reserve drivers. Transport
companies such as MVG cannot operate without them. Approximately
eight to ten reservists are on standby
every day for the route operations. Especially for their daily short-notice
business - the uninterrupted staffing
of affected services by the dispatchers
is not for the faint-hearted. Because
then – just like in Formula 1 – high
speed, a lot of sensitivity and full concentration are required.

Tables have become obsolete

Open services can be filled quickly and automatically.

In the past, the Munich team worked
with an Excel spreadsheet, their Re-

sonnel dispatching system and trans-

up to date in terms of efficiency, con-

serve Staffing List. The dispatchers

ferred them manually to the list.

sistency of business processes and op-

essentially maintained four columns

They filled the second column per

erational processes.”

in it:

their telephone calls, e-mails, etc. To

1. Who is not reporting for duty?

to manually compare the unmanned

Planning and payroll at the
push of a button

2. Why can the driver not report for

services with a list of available re-

Therefore MVG developed a new

their shift?

servists printed the day before, in-

solution, together with Moveo, that

3. Which services have to be resched-

cluding their respective authoriza-

– fully integrated into the Profahr

uled immediately?

tions. Finally, on the following day,

personnel dispatching system – en-

4. Which reservists are available for

they transferred all the relevant in-

sures significantly faster, secure and

this?

formation to their automatic pay-

error-free processes: If a driver re-

roll accounting from the paper-based

ports sick, arrives too late or has to

To answer the first and third ques-

list to the personnel dispatching sys-

leave their shift early, the dispatcher

tions, the dispatchers first searched

tem. Andreas Pass, Head of Route

now enters the corresponding infor-

for the relevant data from the per-

and Staff Planning at MVG, recalls:

mation in encrypted form – and thus

answer the last question, they had

2022
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in compliance with data protection –
directly into the reserve deployment
sheet in Profahr. To do this, they use
a predefined code, which is stored in
the system for each absence reason
and can be selected via a drop-down
menu. The scheduling and staffing
manager emphasizes: “As a result,
personal data will not be passed on,
and MVG will be in compliance with
all data protection directives. The
user authorization management in
Profahr is instrumental too, which
means that user rights are assigned
depending on individual activities”.
After an entry, the personnel dispatching system automatically accesses all relevant data of the driver

All data protection requirements are taken into account.

as well as of the new route or services
in the background. The selected solu-

same time – either in tabs arranged

reserve deployment planning of Pro-

tion takes into account any necessary

side by side or in a small, individually

fahr takes a lot of pressure out of their

legal requirements, e.g., qualifica-

configurable overview.

demanding day-to-day work.

ulated work and break times.

Faster staffing of open shifts
and services

Schedule reserve staffing
without stress

The dispatcher then registers at the

“Faster, more efficient and more se-

Reserve drivers must be present at

respective location for the short-no-

cure. These are the main advantages

MVG as soon as possible when col-

tice allocation of the routes. The

of short-notice reserve deployment

leagues are absent. With the reserve

system not only recognizes and

planning,” summarizes Andreas Pass.

deployment plan integrated in the

tions for driving the specific vehicle
type or compliance with legally reg-

“

Profahr personnel dispatching system, the scheduling department staffs

Faster, more efficient and more secure. These are the main
advantages of short-notice reserve deployment planning.
Andreas Pass
Driving and Duty Scheduling Manager MVG

”

visualizes all unplanned services at

End-to-end digital processes and au-

this depot, but also the possible re-

tomated checks of legal requirements

serve drivers. Once it is determined

ensure a significantly lower error rate

who will take over the shift, Profahr

and greatly accelerate the allocation

also automatically determines the

of services despite intense time pres-

hours on duty and records them for

sure. Dispatchers award top reviews

payroll accounting. The dispatchers

to the system for these same reasons.

can process up to five depots at the

Because the integrated, short-notice

2022

open shifts and services in no time
at all and benefits from automated
processes that save time, effort and
nerves. This means that the company is ideally equipped for short-notice service failures of all kinds and at
the same time can meet all personal
data protection requirements.

PSI Transcom GmbH
Peter Rosenheinrich
Key Account Manager

prosenheinrich@psi.de
www.psitranscom.com
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Product Report: Profahr Personnel Dispatching

Time Recording for every Work Situation
Work hours, absences, benefits and performance: Employers are obliged
to have a system to track and document working hours and mandatory
breaks of their employees. Our new time recording module of the personnel dispatching system Profahr offers them the necessary flexibility.

T

he 2019 ruling of the Euro-

tages by using the common data and

pean Court of Justice (ECJ)

functional processes of the personnel

came as a surprise for some

dispatching system and also from the

companies: Because employers in the

automatic, dispositive further process-

EU then had to immediately start re-

ing of the collected data. Both ver-

cording the work hours of their em-

sions can transmit the times, recorded

ployees systematically and completely

via the Profahr communication mod-

and have proof for breaks and rest pe-

ules, conveniently and intuitively to

riods that are compliant with the law.

the work hour accounts. In addition,

• Administration of work time ac-

This applies to employees in the of-

employees can view the collected data

counts on a monthly and annual

fice as well as in the home office or in

any time they want.

basis

transport services. For many transport

Profahr offers flexible check-in options.

• Accounting for and initiation of

Option 1:
Simple time recording

overtime payments, according to

sociated with an enormous, additional
administrative effort, which ties up

•

conditions

companies, these requirements are as-

valuable resources and is not even
liked by the employees. Although the

Clocking in, clocking out,

the employee-specific framework

breaks and duty cycle
•

Check-in can be done via mo-

law stipulates that an objective, tam-

bile devices or permanently in-

Your advantages

per-proof system must be used that is

stalled terminals

• Legally compliant recording of

accessible to everyone, it is up to each
company to decide whether to use pen

•

Employee access to the collected data

Tailored flexibility

Option 2:
Advanced time recording

Ultimately, a glance into the daily

• Scope of functions of simple time

ital solutions can be that are flexi-

tracking and recording
• Approval system for the individ-

ble and individually adapted to dif-

ually recorded data – including

ferent requirements. This is exactly

authorizations for approvers and

what our new time recording mod-

their representatives as well as

ule from Profahr offers: Companies

possible time limitation

can use the solution flexibly for a

• Consideration of employee-spe-

number of tasks and provide access

cific framework conditions such

from terminals as well as PCs, tab-

as collective agreements, stat-

lets or smartphones. In addition, the

utory regulations or work time

module is available as a simple or ex-

models

tended, fully integrated version. Opting for the latter will create advan-

• Convenient, precise time
recording

and paper, email or an app.

operations shows how valuable dig-

working and break times

• Management of absences such as
sickness and vacation time

• Easy check-in – mobile or on site
• Automated, dispositive further
processing of the collected data
• Individually selectable terminals
• Increased employee satisfaction

PSI Transcom GmbH
Peter Rosenheinrich
Key Account Manager

prosenheinrich@psi.de
www.psitranscom.com
2022
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News: Major order from Belgian transport operator De Lijn

PSIebus Will Control E-Buses Throughout Flanders
The Belgian transport operator De Lijn has commissioned PSI with the
delivery of the depot and charging management system PSIebus. The
system will dispatch, supply and control more than 2,000 buses at over
50 depots throughout Flanders. De Lijn is pushing ahead with the electrification of its buses and their depots, and will convert its entire diesel fleet to zero-emission drives by 2035.

on the IT side in accordance with the
rules for the protection of critical infrastructure.

De Lijn operates an extensive
scheduled bus and tram net-

PSIebus will coordinate and dispatch

the best possible solution in real time

work and several fleet cars in

the vehicles and ensure that all buses

based on the operational constraints.

the Flemish provinces in Bel-

are reliably ready to start their trips.

The integrated PSI charging manage-

gium. The network comprises

All depot processes, from parking,

ment system controls the entire en-

about 1000 lines, and the vehi-

supply and workshop, driver registra-

ergy demand of a depot and monitors

cle fleet includes 2250 buses and

tion and vehicle allocation can be

and controls the individual charging

400 fleet cars. Around 3.5 mil-

mapped in a digital system. The sys-

devices. In doing so, expensive peak

lion people use public transport

tem also incorporates aspects such

loads are avoided and specifications

in the Flanders region every

as the remaining range, the charging

of the network operator are taken into

year.

status and the required charging time

account.

into the charging planning.

The new system enables De Lijn to

The dispatching of the vehicles takes

make optimal use of its vehicles and

place within a few seconds and is

charging infrastructure and ensures

based on PSI’s own optimization soft-

the best possible vehicle availability.

ware Qualicision, which determines

In addition, PSIebus can be operated

PSI Transcom GmbH
Susanne Renner
Marketing Manager

srenner@psi.de
www.psitranscom.com

PSIebus will dispatch, supply and control more than 2,200 buses at over 50 depots throughout Flanders according to demand.
2022
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News: Integration of Moveo Software GmbH into PSI Transcom GmbH

Moveo is now PSI Transcom GmbH
Life means change. Our subsidiary Moveo is no exception to this rule!
After merging with PSI Transcom gently yet decisively over the course
of three years, the next step has now been taken.

M

oveo Software GmbH

PSI Transcom GmbH.

was fully integrated into

We look forward to continuing our

PSI Transcom GmbH on

joint success story which has only

June 23, 2022.

just begun and will remain focused

Your contact persons remain un-

on your company’s success in the fu-

changed, but you now have easy ac-

ture!

cess to all PSI products for public

Moveo is now PSI Transcom GmbH.

transport.

Do you have any questions? If so,

Profahr remains Profahr and is still

please do not hesitate to contact us.

based in Potsdam. You can reach

We are still here for you as usual.

us at the Potsdam address as usual,

PSI Transcom GmbH
Peter Rosenheinrich
Key Account Manager

prosenheinrich@psi.de

but under our new company name

www.psitranscom.com

News: Online Marketplace for customers and partners

Industrial App Store from PSI
PSI presented its new Industrial App Store for the first time at this
year’s HANNOVER MESSE.

T

he new Multicloud App

plication is available for testing or

the future, while the new PSIeDMS

Store, implemented on the

unrestricted use in just a few clicks.

start will also be available for pur-

basis of the PSI platform,

Procurement and delivery processes

chase online soon.

is an online marketplace offering a

for customers and partners can thus

globally unique range of PSI software

be shortened from months to min-

products and services. Customers and

utes.

partners can discover, try out, buy or

The Profahr personnel dispatching

upgrade industry software and over-

system will be available for public

arching solutions. The desired ap-

transport companies in the store in

PSI Transcom GmbH
Susanne Renner
Marketing Manager

srenner@psi.de
www.psitranscom.com

New at PSI: The Industrial App Store.
2022
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News: International Trade Fair for Transport Technology

InnoTrans 2022 in Berlin

MOBILITY manager
Also online:
The MOBILITY manager
and further
magazines for
companies in the energy and
production sectors.

Hall 2, Booth 520
Tickets & Appointments

PSI-Blog
Here you can
find more
contributions

After four years, InnoTrans –
the world’s leading trade fair
for transport technology – will
open its doors in Berlin in September 2022. Of course, we will
be there for you in our usual
place in Hall 2.1 and with many
new topics in our luggage!

rent control and monitoring and rep-

on mobility,

resentatives of the STAPL research

energy, AI, production and

project (see p. 10).

logistics.

In addition to daily presentations, you
can also expect a Berlin speciality between 12 and 14:00, in keeping with
old trade fair tradition!
Appointments and visitor tickets are

W

ith our software sys-

available at www.psitranscom.de/

tems we support you in

innotrans or just send an email to

mastering current chal-

innotrans@psi.de.

lenges such as

We look forward to talking to you!

the implementation of zero-emis-

If it is not possible for you to come to

sion strategies,

the fair, we will be happy to come to

the control of increasingly com-

you. Give us a call or send an email to:

plex processes and

info@psitranscom.de.
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increasing the availability of personnel and vehicles
Also at the booth: PSI Electric Energy with its system for traction cur-

PSI Transcom GmbH
Susanne Renner
Marketing Manager

srenner@psi.de
www.psitranscom.com

Are you following us yet?
Product news, trade show news and everything else there is to report, you
will find on our channels!

2022
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